
 

 

  

  

Early Safety Assessment ERG Communique 1 

 

What should be in an early safety assessment? Lessons from the experts and RTO 

experience. 

 

Primary and secondary prevention models in medicine are population or individual-based interventions to 

prevent disease with the aim of minimising morbidity and mortality. Secondary prevention involves the 

screening and detection of early signs of an illness, which, if left unmanaged, would become worse. In 

medical education, early assessment of the registrar is analogous to this secondary prevention model. Safety 

for the registrar, the patient and the practice, as well as the registrar’s personal well-being and future 

retention in the work-force are all at stake. Findings from the GPEx-led Workplace-based Assessment (WBA) 

ERG of 2018-19, indicate that screening for registrars who are in difficulty and early detection of issues that 

need to be addressed will increase the likelihood of passing exams, but also of ongoing safety and 

professionalism. 

GPEx in partnership with GP Synergy, General Practice Training Tasmania and General Practice Training 

Queensland, are undertaking a research study exploring ways to improve existing Early Safety Assessment 

(ESA) content, structure, and flagging procedures. The study, consisting of a Delphi consensus and review of 

Regional Training Organisation (RTO) flagging process documentation and prevalence data, will involve an 

expert group including RTO Directors of Training, Australian and international experts.  

Information from the Delphi consensus and documentation and data review will be synthesised to 

understand: 

• Which ESA features are identified by the expert group are currently used in RTO ESAs and which are 

not? 

• What elements of existing RTO ESAs are deemed the most effective, feasible and acceptable? 

• Which ESAs tend to be associated with different types of flagging (eg. professional, performance)? 

Using these findings, recommendations for an improved ESA system will be drafted. 

Findings from this study would inform the identification of essential elements for inclusion in an evidence-

based, acceptable, and feasible early safety assessment, and could inform our future development of the 

process within GPEx and other RTOs. 
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